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 u Quality at a reasonable price

 u Stainless steel platform 330 x 330 x 60 mm with 2 m spiral cable

 u Capacity: 60 kg / 100 kg / 150 kg

 u Display with spiral cable and wall bracket included

 u Mains adapter included as standard

 u Battery operation possible: 6 x normal AA Mignon batteries

 u The weighing surface is removable (e.g.: for better cleaning  
or for mounting a larger platform)

 u Tare weight approx. 3.5 kg

 u Dimensions display: 2.5 x 6.5 cm

 u Simple operation

 u Robust and overload-proof

 u RS 232 data interface

 u Optional DKD calibration certificate



Parcel scale PS SST
Easy to operate and flexible
This parcel scale can be used everywhere in non-legal-for-
trade applications, such as incoming goods, in production, 
in the warehouse or in shipping. With its separate display, 
it is also possible to weigh voluminous objects without any 
problems. The scale is practical and, thanks to its user-friend-
ly interface, very easy to operate, even by less experienced 
personnel. Its low tare weight, flexible mounting capability and 
battery operation make it possible to use it almost anywhere.

Design
Its separate display is built into a robust aluminium profile and 
has a waterproof and dustproof membrane keypad, with four 
pressure point keys. This easy-to-read display is connected 
to the easy-to-clean stainless steel platform via a two-metre 
spiral cable and can thus be placed anywhere, or attached to 
a wall, for ergonomic working. Rubber feet under the weighing 
platform ensure secure and stable table placement. A wall 
bracket is supplied as standard for secure wall mounting.

This high-quality, digital PS SST parcel scale has been 
specially developed for everyday use. It is equipped with four 
rubber feet, which ensure secure and stable table placement 
of the shipping scale.
 

A 230 V mains adapter is included in the scope of delivery; 
however, it can also be operated using standard Mignon cells.
If the parcel scales are operated with batteries, a so-called 
auto power-off function is activated, which automatically 
switches off the scales after three minutes without changing 
the load. Its tare function (multiple tare) makes weighing and 
order picking easy. This function also enables the straightfor-
ward weighing of voluminous items. The easy-to-read display 
is connected to the easy-to-clean stainless steel platform via 
a two-metre spiral cable and can thus be placed anywhere, 
or attached to the wall, for ergonomic working. A wall bracket 
is included for secure mounting. Its low tare weight, flexible 
mounting capability and battery operation make using this 
parcel scale easy for everyone and possible anywhere.

Display and keypad
A bright LCD display ensures good readability of the weighing 
data. The adjustable backlight guarantees optimal readability 
even in unfavourable lighting conditions. Intuitive operation is 
provided by its convenient four-key membrane keypad, making 
it easy to use, even for inexperienced personnel. The keys 
have a perceptible pressure point, which make them easy to 
operate.
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Type Max. capacity Readability, d Platform size

PS SST 60 60 kg 20 g 330 x 330

PS SST 100 100 kg 50 g 330 x 330

PS SST 150 150 kg 100 g 330 x 330

 u TECHNICAL DATA

Power supply
The parcel scales are supplied with a 230 V plug-in power supply unit, but the scales can also be operated using standard 
Mignon cells. In addition, the parcel scales have a so-called auto power-off function. This means that in battery mode, the 
parcel scales switch off automatically after three minutes without a change in load.


